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Abstract
The lean limit flames for three different fuel compositions premixed with air, representing
three different mixture Lewis numbers, stabilized inside a tube in a downward flow are examined
by experiments and numerical simulations. The CH∗ chemiluminescence distribution in CH4 -air
and CH4 -H2 -air flames and the OH∗ chemiluminescence distribution in H2 -air flames are recorded
in the experiments. Cell-like flames are observed for the CH4 -air mixture for all tested equivalence
ratios. However, for CH4 -H2 -air and H2 -air flames, ball-like lean limit flames are observed. Flame
temperature fields are measured using Rayleigh scattering. The experimentally observed lean limit
flames are predicted qualitatively by numerical simulation with the mixture-averaged transport
model and skeletal mechanism of CH4 . The results of the simulations show that the entire lean
limit flame of CH4 -H2 -air and H2 -air mixtures are located inside a recirculation zone. However,
for the lean limit CH4 -air flame, only the leading edge is located inside the recirculation zone.
A flame structure with negative flame displacement speed is observed for the leading edges of
the predicted lean limit flames with all three different fuel compositions. As compared with 1D
planar flames, the fuel transport caused by convection is less significant in the present 2D lean
limit flames for the three different fuel compositions. For the trailing edges of the three predicted
lean limit flames, a diffusion dominated flame structure is observed.
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1. Introduction
Ultra lean combustion has been considered as one of the most promising concepts for the
utilization in advanced low emission and high efficiency combustion devices. Besides, hydrogen
blending with hydrocarbon fuels is a potential approach for further extending the lean flammability
limit and reducing emissions. However, it is a challenge to design combustors or burners which
can operate near the lean limit using hydrogen-blended fuel. The combustion characteristics of
hydrogen-blended fuel significantly differ from the traditional hydrocarbon fuels because addition
of hydrogen reduces mixture Lewis number. Therefore, understanding of the Lewis number effect
on lean limit combustion characteristics is crucial for the design of the combustors and burners
operating near the lean limit conditions.
Extensive studies have been reported in the literature on the lean limit combustion characteristics. The experiments of Baker [1] in a standard flammability tube proposed by Coward and
Jones [2] showed that the lean limit for upward propagating flames is lower than that for downward propagating flames due to gravity. Therefore, in order to avoid the buoyancy-induced natural
convection, experimental studies on lean limit flames were conducted at micro-gravity condition.
For examples, Maruta et al. [3] experimentally studied low speed counterflow premixed flames
of near-limit methane-air mixtures at microgravity conditions in drop tower experiments. Qiao et
al. [4, 5] measured the laminar flame speed of hydrogen and methane flames with different diluents near the lean limit using the propagating spherical flame method in drop tower experiments.
Zhang et al. [6] investigated the effect of pressure on counterflow methane-air flames near the lean
limit in drop tower experiments.
For low Lewis number flames, so-called flame balls [7] can exist near the lean limit at microgravity. Zeldovich [8] first theoretically predicted the possibility of existence of a spherical and
purely diffusion controlled flame which can steadily burn in an unconfined medium of premixed
reactants. However, he pointed out that adiabatic flame ball solutions are unstable, and hypothesized that flame balls may be stabilized by heat loss. Ronney [7] accidentally observed flame
balls in ultra lean H2 -air mixtures in a drop tower experiment. Subsequently, in parabolic flight
experiments, Ronney et al. [9, 10] confirmed that flame balls can exist in other different near-limit
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low Lewis number mixtures. Furthermore, in space shuttle experiments, Ronney et al. [10] found
that flame balls drifted away from each other. Buckmaster et al. [11] found that flame balls can be
stabilized by radiative heat loss. Minaev et al. [12] further theoretically predicted that flame balls
are self-drifting. Recently, Takase et al. [13] observed that a ball-like low Lewis number flame
exists near the lean limit in a convective flow at micro-gravity. Fursenko et al. [14, 15] experimentally and numerically observed multiple ball-like lean limit flames in a low speed counterflow
burner at micro-gravity conditions.
Although steady flame balls were considered non-existent at normal gravity condition, a transition from cell-like propagating flames to ball-like propagating flames in H2 -CH4 -air mixtures was
observed by Shoshin and de Goey [16] in experiments on flame propagation in a tube under normal
gravity condition. Shoshin et al. [17] further studied this ball-like lean limit flame by experiments
and numerical simulations, and found that the temperature profile along the centerline for the balllike flame is very similar to that of the so-called travelling flame ball [18, 19, 20]. Subsequently, a
ball-like lean limit flame was stabilized in a downward flow of premixed reactants [21]. A detailed
comparison between experimental ball-like flames and numerical ball-like flames has been conducted by Hernández-Pérez et al. [22]. Despite the achievements of above studies, the effects of
different fuel Lewis numbers on the lean limit flames in a tube remain unknown. Studies on lean
limit flames in a tube for mixtures with different Lewis numbers can improve the understanding
of the influences of Lewis number on the lean limit combustion properties and mechanisms which
determine the lean flammability limit.
In this regard, the aims of the present study are as follows:
1. To experimentally study the influence of fuel Lewis number on the structure of a lean limit
flame stabilized in a tube in a downward flow of premixed reactants.
2. To examine the fuel Lewis number effect on the lean limit flame structure by numerical
simulations.
3. To investigate the differences between the lean limit flames stabilized inside a tube at normal
gravity with 1D planar lean limit flames and 1D micro-gravity flame balls.
In the present study, pure CH4 , pure H2 , and a mixture of 40% H2 and 60% CH4 (specified on a
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molar basis) are selected as the fuels and air as oxidiser, to prepare lean mixtures with different
Lewis numbers. In the following sections, the experimental setup and numerical approach are
presented, and the experimental and numerical results are discussed. Finally, concluding remarks
are given.
2. Experimental Setup
A schematic of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. As described in the following section, line-wise Rayleigh scattering measurements have been performed along a line normal to the
tube symmetry axis. In order to measure the temperature field of the whole flame, a burner is
designed which allows traversing steadily the burning flame inside the tube through the measurement section. The burner consists of a hollow piston and a quartz tube with an inner diameter of
13.5 mm and a length of 100 mm. A linear motor is connected to the piston, which moves the
piston inside the tube with a constant speed. A perforated plate with thickness of 2 mm and holes
of 0.4 mm diameter uniformly spaced with 0.3 mm pitch is mounted in the outlet of the piston
to generate a uniform outlet flow profile. The slit between the piston and the tube is sealed by
Teflon tape. Cylinder gases (H2 , CH4 and synthetic air-21% O2 ) with 99.9% purity are used in the
experiments. The supply of H2 , CH4 and synthetic air is controlled by the mass flow controllers
with an uncertainty less than 1%. The estimated uncertainty of experimental equivalence ratio
caused by mass flow controllers is 2%. Small fluctuations of mixtures composition (within 1%
error), caused by inherent small flow instabilities introduced by mass flow controllers are damped
by a buffer mounted in the gas line before the mixture is supplied to the burner. The mixture is
ignited at the bottom of the burner using a household lighter at a sufficiently large equivalence
ratio. After ignition, the equivalence ratio is slowly reduced and near-limit flames are stabilized
at some distance from the perforated plate. The inlet mixture velocity is set close to the blow-off
value for lean limit flames (determined in separate experiments). The temperature of the tube wall
is kept nearly at room temperature by supplying cooling air to the outside of the quartz tube. The
tube wall temperature is monitored by a pyrometer Pyrospot DT 40L.
Flame chemiluminescence is recorded at a fixed piston position with a distance of 30 mm from
the outlet of the tube. An AVT-PIKE F-032b CCD-camera equipped with an interference filter
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Figure 1: Schematic of experimental setup.

(430 nm and bandwidth 10 nm) and an intensified CCD camera (Princeton Instruments ICCD)
mounted with an interference filter (307 nm and bandwidth 10 nm) are employed to record the
CH∗ and OH∗ chemiluminescence for the CH4 contained flames and H2 flames, respectively. The
chemiluminescence images show a line-of-sight integrated emission intensity. The in-plane radial
emission intensity distributions are recovered by Abel inversion of the recorded image horizontal
intensity profiles. The conditions of the experiments are listed in Table 1. Only fuel Lewis numbers
less than unity are considered in the present study, because flame balls form only for below unit
Lewis number mixtures. It can be seen in Table 1 that the effective fuel Lewis number decreases
significantly from condition I to condition III. The details for the Rayleigh scattering temperature
measurement are described in the next section.
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Table 1: Summary of conditions for the experiments with different equivalence ratios. * Mole fraction linearly
weighted average based effective Lewis number for CH4 and H2 mixture.

Condition
I
II
III

Fuel
CH4
40% H2 + 60% CH4
H2

Fuel Lewis Number (Le)
0.97
0.7∗
0.296

Vin (cm/s)
0.58
0.72
0.73

3. Rayleigh Temperature Measurement
A continuous blue laser with an output power of 1 W operated at 450 nm is used for the
measurements. In order to avoid a strong background scattering light when the laser beam passes
through the tube wall, two symmetrical holes with a diameter of 2 mm are drilled in the middle
of the tube. Two metal tubes with an inner diameter of 6 mm are horizontally attached to the tube
wall sharing the co-axis with both small holes. At the inlet side of the laser beam, the metal tube is
fitted with a anti-reflection window, while a Brewster window is mounted to the outlet side of the
laser beam. This combination allows to minimize forward scattering from the front window and
reflection from the back window, minimizing thereby the background signal related to the stray
light. To further reduce background radiation, the inner metal tube wall and half of the inner quartz
tube wall are painted with black high temperature paint. The laser beam is focused in the center of
the tube with a 15 mm focal length lens, procuring a nearly constant width beam of approximately
0.3 mm diameter inside the quartz tube. A flame inside the tube is scanned by moving the piston
with a constant speed of 0.7 mm/s. The scattered light from the laser beam inside the tube is
recorded by the AVT-PIKE F-032b CCD-camera with a frame rate of 8 fps. The camera lens is
equipped with an interference filter (Center wavelength 450 nm and bandwidth 10 nm) to filter out
flame radiation. The Rayleigh scattering images recorded during the piston motion are utilized to
reconstruct the temperature field inside the tube using the known image scale and frame rate. The
measurements provide a resolution of 0.034 mm in horizontal direction and 0.175 mm in vertical
direction.
For each location along the beam, the Rayleigh scattering signal is calculated by integrating
the recorded intensities across the beam image (10 pixels). The background signal is estimated by
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averaging background signals integrated over 10 pixels at a distance of 20 pixels above and below
the beam. A corrected Rayleigh scattering signal intensity is determined as,
S cor = S raw − S bkg

(1)

where S cor is the corrected signal, S raw is the initial recorded signal by camera and S bkg is the
background signal.
The effective Rayleigh scattering cross section is calculated based on the mole fraction of
species, which is expressed as
σe f f =

X

xi σi

(2)

where σeff is the effective Rayleigh scattering cross section, xi is the mole fraction of the ith species
and σi is the Rayleigh scattering cross section of the ith species. A number of Rayleigh scattering
cross sections for major species for different light wavelengths can be found in ref. [23]. The
Rayleigh cross sections for major species at 450 nm are obtained by interpolation of the data
presented in ref. [23]. The effective Rayleigh scattering cross section for the present lean limit
flames is evaluated using numerically predicted distribution of species in the studied flames, as
shown in Fig. 2. The effective Rayleigh scattering cross section for the studied lean limit flames
is scaled by the effective Rayleigh cross section for the corresponding unburned mixture, as the
calibration of the measurements are performed with the corresponding unburned mixture. Figure 2
shows that the influence of variations of the effective Rayleigh scattering cross section over the
flame region on the precision of temperature measurements is small for lean limit flames. The
estimated error related to the these variations does not exceed 2.5% and 1% for CH4 -air flames
and H2 containing flames, respectively.
For calculation of temperature, the flow is assumed to be a mixture of perfect gases obeying
an ideal gas equation of state. The reference signal is recorded in the corresponding unburned
mixture at room temperature (300 K). Finally, the temperature is calculated as
T f = T cal

S cal σ f
S f σcal
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(3)

(a) φ = 0.445

(b) φ = 0.315

(c) φ = 0.11

Figure 2: Scaled effective Rayleigh scattering cross section for different lean limit flames. a. CH4 -air; b. H2 -CH4 -air;
c. H2 -air. The effective Rayleigh scattering cross section for lean limit flames is scaled by the effective Rayleigh
scattering cross section of the corresponding unburned mixture.

where T f is the measured temperature, T cal is the reference temperature, S cal is the backgroundcorrected Rayleigh scattering signal intensity for calibration, S f is the background-corrected Rayleigh
scattering signal intensity for the flames and σcal and σ f are the effective Rayleigh cross section
for calibration (unburned mixture) and flames, respectively. For the σ f , the averaged effective
cross-section between its minimum and the maximum values in simulated flames is taken.
4. Numerical Approach
The numerical approach is similar to the one used in previous work [22] and here only a brief
description of it is given. The flames under consideration are mathematically described by the
conservation equations of mass, momentum, energy and species in a cylindrical coordinate system,
as described in [22]. The flow is treated as a mixture of perfect gases under the assumption of an
ideal gas equation of state. The set of governing equations is solved by the body-fitted, multiblock, adaptive mesh refinement, finite-volume framework that has been originally developed by
Groth and co-researchers [22, 24, 25]. Thermodynamic properties, transport properties and species
net production/destruction rate are all computed by the open-source library CANTERA [26].
In the simulations, the computational domain is a cylindrical channel with a radius of 6.75 mm
and a height of 30 mm, as shown in Fig. 3. The flames under study are laminar and axisymmetric.
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Hence the flames are simulated in two dimensions. The left boundary of the domain aligns the
axis of symmetry. The upper boundary is assumed to be isothermal with a temperature of 300
K which accounts for the diffusion of fuel/air mixture across the upper boundary. The fuel/air
mixture is supplied uniformly from the upper boundary. The right boundary is treated as a nonslip and iso-thermal boundary with a temperature of 300 K according to the temperature of the
tube wall in the experiments. The lower boundary is modelled as a free outflow. The diffusion
velocity is computed using the mixture-averaged transport model [22]. The skeletal mechanism
of Smooke for CH4 [27] is employed which consists of 16 species and 25 reversible elementary
reactions. This skeletal mechanism obtained good qualitative results in the simulation of ball-like
lean limit flames in our previous research [17]. Gravity and radiative heat loss are taken into
consideration. Thermal radiation is modelled via the optically-thin Planck model. The Planck
mean absorption coefficient of the mixture is evaluated from the major radiating species CO2 ,
H2 O and CO. The individual coefficients are calculated using a statistical narrow-band model
and the dataset of Soufiani and Taine [28]. The solutions are obtained with up to three levels of
mesh refinement, achieving a minimum grid space of 44 µm for all the cases. These levels of
resolution are found to be sufficient to get grid-independent solutions due to the rapid increase of
flame thickness for near lean limit flames. More details of the numerical method can be found
in [22]. A summary of the conditions for the simulated cases is given in Table 2. The 1D planar
flames and 1D micro-gravity flame balls are computed using the in-house code CHEM1D [29],
employing different transport and chemistry models.
5. Results and Discussion
5.1. Flame shape
Figure 4 shows the experimental Abel inverted CH∗ chemiluminescence distributions for CH4 air and CH4 -H2 -air flames and the OH∗ chemiluminescence distributions for H2 -air flames as a
function of equivalence ratio. It is seen that, for CH4 -air flames, cell-like flames are formed at
all tested equivalence ratios. With the decrease of equivalence ratio, the flame becomes smaller
and the trailing edge of the flame becomes brighter. The leanest 2D CH4 -air flame is obtained at
9

Figure 3: Schematic of the computational domain and boundary conditions.
Table 2: Summary of conditions for the simulated cases with the tube diameter of 13.5 mm.

Case
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L

Fuel
CH4
CH4
CH4
CH4
40% H2 + 60% CH4
40% H2 + 60% CH4
40% H2 + 60% CH4
40% H2 + 60% CH4
H2
H2
H2
H2

Vin (cm/s)
0.58
0.58
0.58
0.58
0.72
0.72
0.72
0.72
0.73
0.73
0.73
0.73

φ
0.49
0.47
0.45
0.445
0.40
0.35
0.33
0.315
0.17
0.15
0.13
0.11

φ = 0.48. This value is only slightly lower than the lean limit for 1D planar flame obtained with
simulations, as show in Table 3, which can be explained by the weakness of preferential diffusion
in 2D CH4 -air flames for which the effective Lewis number is close to unity. Figure 4 further
shows that a transition from cell-like flame to a nearly spherical ball-like flame1 is observed with
1

We call these flames “ball-like flames” based on their appearance. This terminology is commonly used for
enclosed nearly-spherical or ellipsoidal flamelets in low Lewis number lean-limit mixtures [13, 14, 19, 30].
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decreasing equivalence ratio in CH4 -H2 -air and H2 -air mixtures. The lean limit ball-like flame
for H2 -air is smaller than that for CH4 -H2 -air. Additionally, the equivalence ratio of the lean
limit 2D CH4 -H2 -air and H2 -air flames are significantly lower than that of the corresponding 1D
planar flames (see Table 3). This is because preferential diffusion effects greatly increase the local
equivalence ratio in these small Lewis number 2D flames with respect to the inlet equivalence ratio.
Changes of local equivalence ratio for the three different fuel mixture flames will be discussed
further below, based on numerical predictions. At the same time, the simulated lean limit of 1D
micro-gravity CH4 -H2 -air and H2 -air flame balls are slightly lower than that of experimental 2D
flames (see Table 3). The difference in flammability limits for the studied ball-like flames and
micro-gravity flame balls can be attributed to the heat losses related to convection and conduction
to the tube wall for the studied 2D flames.
The above experimentally observed phenomena are numerically predicted with the mixtureaveraged transport model and the skeletal chemical mechanism for CH4 [27]. Figure 5 displays
the distributions of chemical heat release rates and streamlines for different fuel compositions at
different equivalence ratios. It shows that the numerical simulations can qualitatively predict the
change of flame shapes with decreasing equivalence ratio for all three different fuel compositions.
The predicted lean limit for the 2D CH4 -air flame is lower than the experimental lean limit while
that of CH4 -H2 -air and H2 -air flames are slightly higher than the experimental lean limit (Table 3).
The discrepancy can be attributed to the uncertainties of the chemical mechanism and transport
model. Figure 5 also shows that a recirculation zone occurs as the lean limit is approached for all
three fuel compositions, which is due to the increase of the buoyancy induced convection relative
to flame burning velocity. The lean limit flames for CH4 -H2 -air and H2 -air mixtures are located
entirely inside the recirculation zone. However, for the lean limit flame of the CH4 -air mixture,
only the leading edge is located inside the recirculation zone.
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Figure 4: The CH∗ chemiluminescence distributions for CH4 -air and 40%H2 -60%CH4 -air flames and OH∗ chemiluminescence distributions for H2 -air flames with different equivalence ratios. Natural chemiluminescence is recorded
for the lean limit ball-like flame of H2 -air mixture.
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(a) φ=0.49

(b) φ=0.47

(c) φ=0.45

(d) φ=0.445

(e) φ=0.40

(f) φ=0.35

(g) φ=0.33

(h) φ=0.315

(i) φ=0.17

(j) φ=0.15

(k) φ=0.13

(l) φ=0.11

Figure 5: Distribution of chemical heat release (W/m3 ) and flow streamlines for the flames studied in the simulations
with mixture-averaged transport model and skeletal mechanism at different fuel compositions. (a-d): CH4 ; (e-h):
CH4 -H2 ; (i-l): H2 .
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Table 3: Summary of the equivalence ratio at the lean flammability limit for different types of flames with different
fuel compositions. The lean limit of 1D planar flames and 1D micro-gravity flame balls are computed with multicomponent transport model with Soret diffusion, GRI 3.0 mechanism and optically thin radiation model.

Fuel
CH4
40% H2 + 60% CH4
H2

Le
Exp. 2D flame
0.97
0.480
0.7
0.305
0.296
0.090

Num. 2D flame
0.445
0.315
0.110
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1D flat flame
0.497
0.446
0.295

1D flame ball
0.270
0.073

5.2. Flame temperature
Figure 6 shows the numerically and experimentally measured lean limit flame temperature
fields with different fuel compositions and the distributions of flame temperature along the flame
centerline. Since the signal to noise ratio for Rayleigh scattering measurements decreases in the
right part of the test section for cases (d,e), only the left part of the flame temperature field is used.
A very good agreement is observed between numerical simulations and experimental measurements for the peak temperatures along the flame centerline. However, the discrepancies between
simulated and experimental flame sizes and stand-off distances are substantial. This can be explained by the imperfection of the numerical models. The predictions for lean limit flames are
very sensitive to the choice of chemistry and transport models [22]. It is further seen in Fig. 6 that,
with decreasing Lewis number, the lean limit flame burns at a lower temperature.
Maximum flame temperatures for the 2D numerical and experimental flames with different fuel
compositions are compared with that for 1D planar flames and 1D micro-gravity flame balls as a
function of equivalence ratio. The results are presented in Fig. 7. The maximum flame temperature
for the 2D numerical and experimental flames is taken from the maximum temperature along the
centerline. It shows that, for CH4 -air flames, 1D planar flame temperature and 2D predicted and
measured flame temperatures decrease with the decrease of equivalence ratio. Although the predicted lean limits for 1D and 2D flames and the experimentally obtained lean limit for 2D flames
are different, the maximum flame temperatures of these flames converge to nearly the same value
as the equivalence ratio approaches the lean limit. For CH4 -H2 -air flames, both 1D planar flame
temperature and 2D flame temperature decrease with the decrease of equivalence ratio. However,
the 1D flame ball temperature increases with the decrease of equivalence ratio. The flame temperatures for these three types of flame also converge to nearly the same value with decreasing
equivalence ratio. For H2 -air flames, the trend for the change of temperature with the decrease of
equivalence ratio for three types of flame is similar to that of CH4 -H2 -air flames.
5.3. Flame structure
Figure 8 displays the numerical distributions of the normalized chemical heat release, the normalized temperature and the scaled mass fraction of species along the centerline for different
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Figure 6: Numerical (a-c) and experimental (d-f) lean limit flame temperature field. (g): Distributions of numerical
and experimental lean limit flame temperature along centerline. (a,d): CH4 -air; (b,e): CH4 -H2 -air; (c,f): H2 -air. The
unit of temperature for above figures is Kelvin (K).
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Figure 7: Flame temperature of 1D planar flame, 1D micro-gravity flame ball and 2D numerical and experimental
flame as function of equivalence ratio. a. CH4 -air, b. CH4 -H2 -air, c. H2 -air.

equivalence ratios with different fuel compositions. The chemical heat release is normalized by
its maximum value in the domain. The normalized temperature is defined as, c = (T -T u )/(T b -T u ),
where T u and T b are the unburned mixture temperature and maximum flame temperature. The
mole fraction of species is scaled by the maximum mole fraction of H2 O. It is seen that the mole
fraction of fuels first decreases and then increases from the inlet side to the outlet side for all sim17

ulated cases. It is also seen that the increase in fuel mole fraction of the trailing edges is enhanced
with decreasing equivalence ratio, especially for low Lewis number flames. This leads to the enhancement in the heat release of the trailing edge with the decrease of equivalence ratio and more
so for lower Lewis number flames: a more uniform, closed flame front forms for low Lewis number flames near the lean limit. This is because flames are smaller in leaner mixtures and consume
less fuel, allowing for a larger amount of fuel to leak between the flame and the tube wall and then
feed the bottom part of the flame by diffusion. This effect is more prominent for smaller Lewis
number flames, for which lean limit flames are smaller.
While 1D micro-gravity flame balls are purely diffusional flames, in 2D ball-like flames both
diffusion and convection transport species and thermal energy. Qualitatively, the relative role of
diffusional and convective transport in the studied 2D flames can be studied by comparison of the
corresponding fluxes of fuel gases plotted as a function of normalized temperature, c, in the flame
region with similar plots for 1D micro-gravity flame balls and 1D planar flames. The convective
and diffusive fluxes of fuels are determined as follows:
Fcon,i = ρi V

(4)

Fdi f,i = −ρDim ∇Yi

(5)

where, Fcon,i is the convective flux of species i, Fdi f,i is the diffusive flux of species i, ρi is the
density of species i, ρ is the mixture density, V is the local velocity, Dim is the mixture-averaged
diffusion coefficients of species i, and Yi is the mass fraction of species i. Figure 9 shows such
plots, based on numerical results, for 1D flame balls and planar flames for three fuel compositions
near the lean limit ((a) CH4 : φ = 0.5 (planar flame); (b) CH4 -H2 : φ = 0.46 (planar flame) and φ =
0.275 (flame ball); (c) H2 : φ = 0.30 (planar flame) and φ = 0.08 (flame ball)). Two steady solutions
can be obtained for 1D flame balls, a large one and a small one. The two branches converge to
one solution as the lean flammability limit is approached. Therefore, the lean limit 1D flame ball
solutions are provided for the comparison with the ball-like lean limit flames. It is seen in Fig. 9
that the convective flux of CH4 in 1D planar flames decreases almost linearly in the preheat zone
18

Figure 8: Normalized Heat Release, normalized temperature and scaled mole fraction of species along the centerline
of predicted flames for different equivalence ratios with different fuel compositions.

with the increase of temperature, while the diffusive flux of CH4 increases linearly. At the same
time, the convective flux of H2 in planar flames decreases much faster in the initial stage of the
increase of temperature, while the diffusive flux of H2 rapidly increases, due to the high diffusivity
of H2 . The sum of the convective and diffusive fluxes of fuel is constant in the preheat zone due
to species conservation. Additionally, for the 1D planar flame of the CH4 -H2 -air mixture, the
diffusive fluxes of CH4 and H2 are comparable in the reaction zone, while the diffusive flux of H2
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Figure 9: The convective and diffusive fluxes of CH4 and H2 for 1D planar flames and 1D micro-gravity flame balls
with different fuel compositions. CH4 (left): φ = 0.5 (planar flame); CH4 -H2 (center): φ = 0.46 (planar flame) and φ
= 0.275 (flame ball); H2 (right): φ = 0.30 (planar flame) and φ = 0.08 (flame ball).

dominates that of CH4 for the 1D micro-gravity flame ball.
The relative role of convection and diffusion in the ball-like flames varies along the flame front.
For the flame locations close to the centerline, convection in the preheat zone is important due to
the downward (leading edge) and downward/upward (trailing edge) flow. The role of convective
transport to/from the flame front in the preheat zone decreases at the flame locations closer to the
tube wall because, as shown in Fig. 5, the streamlines are nearly tangential to the flame front at
the side flame locations, and these flame sectors are more similar to a flame ball. Since convective
transport plays a more important role at the flame locations along the flame centerline, quantities
for these regions are plotted and displayed. Figure 10 displays the distributions of the convective
and diffusive fluxes of CH4 and H2 for the leading edges of 2D flames along the centerline of the
tube as a function of the normalized temperature with different fuel compositions. It is seen that,
for all simulated flames, the convective flux decreases fast with slight increase of temperature and
more so with the decrease of equivalence ratio. This indicates that the fuel transport caused by
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convection for the leading edges of 2D lean limit flames plays a less important role, as compared
with that in the 1D planar lean limit flame. For the lean limit CH4 -air flame, a negative convective
flux of CH4 is observed in a part of the preheat zone, indicating that in this region CH4 is transported out of the flame by convection. This is because of the flame negative displacement speed
caused by gas recirculation, as shown in Fig. 4(d). At the leading edges of the 2D CH4 -H2 -air
flames, the diffusive flux of H2 is larger than that of CH4 , which is similar to the distributions of
the 1D micro-gravity flame ball (Fig. 9). For H2 -air flames, the shape of the diffusive flux of H2
as a function of normalized temperature is more similar to that of the 1D micro-gravity flame ball.
This further indicates that convective transport for the leading edges of 2D lean limit flames is
significantly weaker than that for the 1D planar lean limit flame. Additionally, the sum of the convective and diffusive fluxes of the fuel is not constant, indicating that there is an in-flux or out-flux
of fuel in the radial direction.
Figure 11 displays the distributions of the convective and diffusive fluxes of CH4 and H2 for
the trailing edges of 2D flames at the centerline of the tube as a function of the normalized temperature for different equivalence ratios with different fuel compositions. It is observed that, for
all three fuel compositions, the diffusive flux increases with the decrease of equivalence ratio. For
most of the simulated cases, the convective flux for the trailing edges is negative, reflecting that
fuels are directed out of the trailing edge. Only for the lean limit flames with low Lewis numbers, a
small amount of fuel is transported to the trailing edge by convection due to the recirculation zone.
The fuel transport at the trailing edges of the 2D flames are dominated by diffusion. Furthermore,
the fuel fluxes of the trailing edge are smaller than that of the leading edges. Summarizing these
results, the general observed trend is that, for the flames stabilized inside the tube, the convection contribution in the total fuel flux decreases with the decrease of equivalence ratio. For the
flames with low Lewis numbers, the diffusive flux profiles resemble the corresponding ones for
1D flame balls as the lean limit is approached, which is an indication of similarity of combustion
mechanisms of the studied lean limit flames and 1D micro-gravity flame balls.
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Figure 10: The convective and diffusive fluxes of CH4 and H2 for the leading edges in the centerline of the tube as a
function of normalized temperature for different equivalence ratios with different fuel compositions.
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Figure 11: The convective and diffusive fluxes of CH4 and H2 for the trailing edges in the centerline of the tube as a
function of normalized temperature for different equivalence ratios with different fuel compositions. The definition of
the normalized flame temperature for the trailing edges is the same as that for the leading edges.
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5.4. Preferential diffusion effect on lean limit flames
A local equivalence ratio is computed for the simulated cases based a mixture fraction, ζ,
which is given by
φ=

ζ 1 − ζ st
(1 − ζ) ζ st

(6)

where ζ st denotes the stoichiometric mixture fraction. Bilger’s definition of mixture fraction is
employed, which is expressed as
ζ=

β − βox
β f u − βox

(7)

where β is a coupling function, subscripts f u and ox denote the fuel stream and oxidizer stream,
respectively. For a fuel blend of H2 and hydrocarbon Cm Hn , with m and n referring to the number
of atoms of the elements C and H, respectively, the coupling function β based on the element mass
fraction is given by
β=

ZO,ox /MO
ZC /MC
ZH /MH
+
−
m(1 − κ) n(1 − κ) + 2κ (1 − κ)(m + n/4) + κ/2

(8)

where Zα is the element mass fraction of α and Mα is the molar mass of α, with α = C, H and O,
and κ is the molar fraction of H2 in the fuel. The stoichiometric mixture fraction (ζ st ) is determined
by the following equations

ζ st =

ZC, f u /MC
m(1−κ)

+

ZO,ox /MO
(1−κ)(m+n/4)+κ/2
ZH, f u /MH
ZO,ox /MO
+ (1−κ)(m+n/4)+κ/2
n(1−κ)+2κ

(9)

For the local equivalence ratio of the H2 -air flames, the above equations in this section still hold
by removing the terms related to the element of C with κ = 1.
Figure 12 shows the distributions of the local equivalence ratio for the lean limit flames with
different fuel compositions. Apparent changes in local equivalence ratio for the three flames are
observed due to preferential diffusion. The increase in local equivalence ratio is enhanced for
the mixtures with smaller Lewis number. Furthermore, a more uniform local equivalence ratio
distribution in the high temperature zone is observed for the lean limit flames with H2 content,
as compared with the CH4 -air flames. Additionally, an area where the local equivalence ratio
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(a) φ=0.445

(b) φ=0.315

(c) φ=0.11

Figure 12: Distribution of local equivalence ratio for the lean limit flames with different fuel compositions. (a):
CH4 -air; (b): CH4 -H2 -air; (c): H2 -air.

diminishes along the upwind side of the flames is observed for the three flames. This is because
H2 and CH4 in this area diffuse into the high temperature area more rapidly than O2 .
Figure 13 shows the maximum local equivalence ratio for 2D simulated flames as a function
of inlet equivalence ratio for mixtures with the three fuel compositions. Also, the maximum local
equivalence ratio scaled by the inlet equivalence ratio is plotted in Fig. 13. It is seen that the
maximum local equivalence ratio decreases slightly with the decrease of the inlet equivalence
ratio for the three fuel compositions. Figure 13 further shows that the scaled maximum local
equivalence ratio increases slightly with the decrease of the inlet equivalence ratio for CH4 -air and
CH4 -H2 -air flames, while it increases significantly for H2 -air flames. This observation reflects that
the influence of preferential diffusion on the local equivalence ratio significantly increases for the
mixtures with smaller Lewis number. The maximum local equivalence ratio for the numerical 2D
lean limit flames are presented in Table 4 with the inclusion of the maximum local equivalence
ratios for the 1D planar lean limit flame and the 1D micro-gravity lean limit flame ball. It shows
that the maximum local equivalence ratios for numerical 2D lean limit flames are very close to the
ones for 1D micro-gravity lean limit flame balls and 1D planar lean limit flames.
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Figure 13: Maximum local equivalence ratio and scaled maximum local equivalence ratio with different fuel compositions as functions of inlet equivalence ratio.

Table 4: Summary of the maximum local equivalence ratio for numerical 2D lean limit flames with different fuel
compositions as well as the corresponding maximum local equivalence ratios for 1D planar lean limit flames and
1D lean limit micro-gravity flame balls. The 1D planar flames and 1D micro-gravity flame balls are computed with
mixture-averaged transport model and skeletal mechanism for CH4 .

Fuel
CH4
40% H2 + 60% CH4
H2

Le
0.96
0.7
0.296

2D flame
0.498
0.433
0.288
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1D planar flame
0.478
0.436
0.298

1D flame ball
0.441
0.301

6. Summary and Conclusions
The influence of Lewis number on the lean limit flames inside a tube with an inner diameter of
13.5 mm is examined by experiment and numerical simulation. Three different fuel compositions
with three different fuel Lewis numbers are considered: CH4 , 40% H2 and 60% CH4 fuel composition (specified on a molar basis) and H2 . The CH∗ chemiluminescence distribution for CH4 -air and
CH4 -H2 -air flames and the OH∗ chemiluminescence distribution for H2 -air flames are recorded in
the experiments. Cell-like flames are observed for CH4 -air mixture inside the tube with all tested
equivalence ratios. For CH4 -H2 -air and H2 -air flames, however, ball-like lean limit flames are observed. Numerical simulations are performed with mixture-averaged transport model and skeletal
mechanism of CH4 . A good qualitative agreement between predicted flames and experimental
flames is observed.
The structure of the lean limit flames with three different fuel compositions is analysed by
Rayleigh scattering temperature measurement and numerical simulation. A good agreement between measured and simulated temperature profiles is observed for the lean limit flames for all
three tested fuel gases. It is further found that the maximum flame temperature for 2D experimental flames, 2D numerical flames, 1D planar flames and 1D flame ball converges to a nearly the
same value as the lean limit is approached.
The lean limit flames for CH4 -H2 -air and H2 -air flames are located inside a recirculation zone,
while only the leading edge is located inside the recirculation zone for lean limit CH4 -air flame. A
flame structure with a negative flame displacement speed is observed for the leading edges of the
three predicted lean limit flames. The fuel transport caused by convection at the leading edges of
2D lean limit flames is less significant in 2D lean limit flames as compared with 1D planar flames.
For the trailing edges of the three predicted lean limit flames, a diffusion dominated flame structure
is observed. To sum up, a more uniform lean limit flame front is observed for lower Lewis number
flames. The size of the lean limit flame decreases significantly with decreasing Lewis number. The
fuel transport caused by diffusion for the lean limit flames becomes more important with smaller
Lewis number, as compared to that caused by convection. The present study provides useful
information on the Lewis number effect on the ultra lean combustion behavior and the underlying
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flammability limit mechanisms.
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